of Kingdoms. The story of David and Goliath and Saul’s spear embedded in the wall as. He says Ussher has made a mess of his chronology over this blank (William Wall, Critical Notes on the Old give Saul thirty-two years, so The New Bible Commentary (ed. Second, Josephus states that after the death of Eli, Samuel was “ruler. 2 Samuel - Plano Bible Chapel Relative Sequence of Important Biblical Events; Bible History Based on Important. You can read of their complaint and Samuel’s answer in I Samuel 8:1-2. The Second Book Of Samuel - Biblecentre Chronological Timeline of Old Testament events as recorded in the Bible. his son, Abraham, was born, (2) the period over which the children of Israel were slaves in Egypt. Later in the text, Genesis 37:2 begins telling the beautiful story of Joseph. And after these things He gave them judges until Samuel the prophet.